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Work, rest, enjoy!

Have a Break

Innovation through transformation of the workspace. Have a 
Break is a mission to challenge tradition; to render rest and 
work into spontaneous and joyful gatherings. For meetings, 
presentations, team work or having a quick bite… For 
socializing, reflection or simply waiting... Have a Break is free 
thinking, motivation and productivity for all!

Various build and storage options help effective utilization 
of interiors. Have a Break features built-in electrical 
connections and storage units. So, spice things up with 
a coffee maker, a mini fridge or a microwave oven. Use in 
collaboration with the Media Wall to make video sharing and 
video-conferencing a breeze. Greatly enhance workplace 
dynamics and boost team energy.

Five different variations that let you choose salad bar, mini 
fridge and microwave oven modules -either individually or as 
a bundle.

Design by Ece-Oğuz Yalım

Ece-Oguz Yalım have founded the Artful Interior Design 
Co. in 1996. Since 2004 on, they offer interior and product 
design services at the Ece Yalim Design Studio. Among the 
brands they serve are AHK Interiors, Arlight, Ar-Yildiz, Atlas 
Carpet, Castle, GW Global Warehouse, Nurus, Moonlight, 
Pasabahce, Rapido and more. Ece Yalim is a teacher of 
Color in Industrial Design at the Middle East Technical 
University (ODTU); who also serves as a counsellor for the 
department’s graduation projects.



MATERIALS (mm)

Have A Break Set1 - Refrigerator and Microwave Module

Have A Break Set2 - Microwave and Salad Bar Module

Have A Break Set4 - Refrigerator Module

13801380



nurus.com/have-a-break

Dimensions defined in millimeters.

Materials
The tabletop is white acrylic. The cabinet doors and cabinet body are white lacquered. Tubular legs are powder coated.*

*Please refer to technical document.

ÖLÇÜLER (mm)

Have A Break Set5 - Microwave Module

Have A Break Set6 - Salad Bar Module

1380 1380


